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Foreword
By
E.L. ‘Dunc’ Gray
No one in the cycling world is better equipped than Jack Hepher and John Drummond to record the history of the Goulburn
to Sydney Classic. Jack was a bicycle agent at Campbelltown and
competed in the Goulburn six times. Following World War Two,
Jack set about reforming the local club as Handicapper/
Timekeeper until the mid 1950s.
John Drummond has a lifetime of service to the sport of cycling in racing administration, promotion and reporting. John is
a life member of the powerful Brunswick Amateur Cycling Club
in Victoria, where as Secretary/Promoter he took the club
through probably its greatest era. Retiring in 1979, John returned
to Newcastle in New South Wales to follow his life’s work as a
cycling historian.
I have no hesitation in recommending this sports classic as a
readable, fact packed resume of second oldest cycling classic, and
profiles of the stars of the race are certainly a bonus.
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Prologue
Goulburn - Home to a great cycling tradition.
Goulburn is a New South Wales Southern Tablelands town of
23.000 residents situated on the Hume Highway some 100-odd
kilometers from Canberra and is regarded as the gateway to the
Australian Capitol Territory.
It is noted for its vital and robust approach to life, its annual
Lilac Festival, its beautiful Belmore Park, and also its excellent
cycling tradition. The foundation to this tradition was laid in the
early half of this century when Goulburn produced some outstanding cyclists and continued with many fine riders in subsequent years.
Two great local riders from those early days spring to mind immediately, Olympic Gold Medallist E.L. ’Dunc’ Gray and the road
cyclist, Tommy Larcome.
Tommy Larcome – Goulburn’s Best Ever Road Cyclist.
Tommy Larcome came from a great cycling family. A Goulburn born and reared resident, Tommy took up cycling in the
early years of the sport and rose to the top as a professional.
This class of rider featured prominently in road races in the
early 1900s, such as, the Goulburn to Sydney, the Bathurst to
Sydney, and the prestigious Warnambool to Melbourne.
He was the only NSW rider prior to 1940 to twice gain fastest
time in the Warnambool, once in 1904 and then again in 1908.
No other NSW rider of this era succeded in doing this even once.
He continued to shine with outstanding performances in the
early years of the Goulburn to Sydney, recording, amongst other
achievements, fastest time in 1907.
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He conquered the Bathurst to Sydney with fine rides gaining
fastest time twice.
Larcome was Goulburn’s best ever road cyclist who could
match it with the champions of the day. His achievements had a
profound affect on his home town laying a vigorous foundation
to its cycling tradition.
Dunc Gray – Australia’s first Olympic Gold Medallist in Cycling.
Edgar Lawrence Gray became almost a demi-god in Goulburn
when he added a Gold Medal in the Los Angeles Olympics of
1932 to the Bronze Medal he won in the Amsterdam Olympics of
1928. Gray also attended the Berlin Olympics in 1936 but did
not win a medal, but won Gold Medals in the British Empire
Manchester (England), and Sydney, now known as the Commonwealth Games, respectively.
Apart from Dunc Gray’s numerous club championship wins
between 1926 and 1941, his open successes were numerous.
Olympic Championships:-One Kilometre Time Trial Amsterdam 1928. Third
Bronze Medal.
-One Kilometre Time Trial Los Angeles 1932 First
Gold Medal.
-One Kilometre Sprint Los Angeles 1932 Fourth.
British Empire Games:-One Kilometre Time Trial London 1934 First
Gold Medal.
-One Kilometre Sprint Sydney 1938 First
Gold Medal.
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Australian Championships:From 10 to Half Mile including 1 Kilometre Time Trial
19 wins, 10 seconds, 4 thirds. Total 29 Medals
NSW Championships:From Half to Ten Mile.
25 Wins, 10 seconds, 7 thirds. Total 42 Medals.
Such is the illustrious record of Australia’s first Olympic Gold
Medallist in cycling, E.L. Dunc Gray. This record was compiled
during the most competitive era of the sport of track cycling in
this country – thus earning him the reputation of being Australia’s greatest ever amateur track cyclist.
In the early 1920s Australia was headed for its greatest era in
sport, and Goulburn, with a progressive amateur cycling body was
poised to share in the post-war induced sports revival. In 1923, at
the age of 17, Dunc Gray joined the sport of cycling.
Aided by his daily bicycle ride of 24 kilometres to pursue his
trade, his development as a racing cyclist was swift. In 1928 he
won his first Australian Track Title, the glamour One Mile, preventing the brilliant Sydney based Jack Standen from achieving a
clean sweep of the championship program at the Sydney Sports
Ground.
Representing his state at the National Titles taught the country rider quite a lot in technique. Like any athlete in the 1920s,
Gray had Olympic ambitions, and the taking of the title from
Standen showed him they could reach fruition. He realized he
had to do more than just match the local riders, but also men like
Pethybridge, Jack Clark, and Harry Thomas.
Purchasing a Harley Davidson motorcycle outfit, the dedicated
cyclist would travel a return distance of 400 odd kilometers to
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take on the Sydney stars as often as possible.
Was it any wonder he became the brightest star of them all?
In the early years of the twentieth century all cyclists were either road cyclists or track all-rounders. There were no specialists
and the champions competed for titles from ¼ to 10 miles. A perusal of Gray’s cycling record reveals he won two, and was placed
four times in the ten mile National Championships throughout
his twelve years of racing at the top. Thus dispelling the illusion
that he was merely a sprinter, nevertheless, his forte became the
1000 Metre Time Trial.
During visits overseas, Gray established cycling records in England and New Zealand. And, at Ashfield’s Pratten Park, on 13th
January 1937, he established a new World Record of 28 and two
fifths seconds for a Quarter Mile Standing Start.
Dunc Gray is Australia’s most successful amateur representative cyclist, competing in three Olympic, and two Commonwealth
Games, winning a total of three Gold and one Bronze Medals. He
was on line for selection for the 1940 Olympic Games, which
were abandoned owing to the outbreak of the Second World
War.
Gray was chosen to carry the Australian flag at the 1934 Commonwealth Games and the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin, and
in 1938, led the march past and took the amateur oath at the Sydney Commonwealth Games.
The Goulburn cyclist became the nation’s first medal winner
in Olympic cycling when he ran third in the 1000 Metre Time
Trial to take out the Bronze Medal at the Amsterdam Olympics
in 1928. Four years later he was to score Gold in the 1932 Los
Angeles Olympic Games, when he was lone cycling representative, he rode a brilliant time trial in World Record time.
Ten days before the cycling event at Pasadena, Gray was
stricken with influenza, and with a temperature of 104, he was
ordered to hospital by the team doctor, but on the advice of team
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trainer Ted Gill of Victoria, he went to bed in the Olympic village
instead. Gill had him back on his bike within two days, training
to a special schedule.
Gray was entered for two events, the Sprint, and the Time
Trial. The track was made of wood with two inch decking. The
racing surface three quarter inch finished boards nailed to each
other, expertly banked on the bends so as to carry great speed and
allowed a smooth entry into the straights.
Gray was beaten in a semi-final of the Sprint by Challiot of
France, or rather did not get the judge’s decision although every
cycling manager present was of the opinion he had won. He indicated he would lodge a protest, but the Team Manager, Mr. Jim
Eve, would not agree and suggested he should save his efforts for
the Time Trial. He therefore withdrew from the run off for the
Bronze Medal, a strategy which was to later prove good tactics.
In winning the Time Trial over one kilometer Gray used
wooden rims, American Pye tyres and a 90 inch gear in the then
popular inch pitch. The games were significant in that they were
conducted completely free of politics with cowboys guarding the
Olympic Village in contrast to Berlin four years later where the
German Army was in evidence at all times.
Grat’s Olympic success so captivated the imagination of the
sport crazy Goulburn people, that thousands would flock to the
local sports ground to cheer on their hero in his titanic struggles
to overcome the ‘giants’ of Sydney and overseas cycling. Good at
all distances, the likeable Gray rarely failed to please his fans.
Dunc Gray was gifted, a gift he enhanced with rigorous training and it paid him rich dividends. He had an uncanny judgment
of pace and could maintain an even pace throughout an entire
1000 Metre Time Trial. Most of his medals and scratch race victories were the result of a second kick which he could produce in
the final dash to the finish line after gaining a good position in
the back straight.
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Ever ready to offer advice to those not as well endowed, Gray
was modest in victory and generous in defeat, two qualities which
made Dunc Gray stand out from many other men, with a discipline of mind and body that was almost unique and strict allegiance to the moral standards of his time. He periodically attended his church and was highly regarded throughout the cycling world as one of its cleanest living adherents. He was scrupulously fair, both in his sport, and in life.
A note from Co-author John Drummond:
I was fortunate enough to be working in Goulburn when this
fine athlete won Olympic Gold for Australia. The reaction by the
Goulburn community was remarkable. In the year 1932 contact
with overseas countries was by cable and I can vividly remember a
host of people waiting outside the local newspaper office in the
early hours of the morning for the Olympic cycling result. When
the news was pasted up that Gray had won Gold, pandemonium
broke out in a display of spontaneous joy.
Dunc Gray was a road rider of more than average ability. I can
vividly recall competing against him in the ‘Speedwell Open 50’,
sponsored by Bennett and Wood, for whom Dunc worked in the
latter part of his illustrious career.
I regarded Dunc as the greatest amateur Australia ever produced – for he never turned professional, despite the most lucrative offers.
But did he ever contest a Goulburn to Sydney?
Well, turn to the 1930 Amateur Goulburn to Sydney race description to find out.
The Goulburn to Sydney cycle race had never been a contest
for dreamers. Rater, it is a race for heroes, pragmatists who recognized reality.
Unsealed roads, little more than bullock tracks down the
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Great Dividing Range, so-called professionals with no appearance
money, just many prizes for those with the most luck and who
could suffer the most for near on eight hours. They also needed
the ability to cope, with the less endowed having various starts
according to known, and unknown ability.
The Goulburn to Sydney has always been able to sort out the
weak from the strong, the lucky from the luckless. Like Victorian
Harry Cruise who competed nine times, including five in succession for one second place, two fastest times, twice second fastest,
one third fastest and fourth fastest.
“Yes, I suppose I’m never destined to win a Goulburn”, said
Harry, when questioned by a journalist in 1934. Yes the Goulburn to Sydney is truly no race for dreamers.
This story aims to tell the tale of the glory, sweat and tears of
the men who challenged the atmosphere and geographical elements to establish what today is a major classic of Australian cycle
sport.
Inspired by the success of the ‘Warnambool’, the Dunlop Rubber Company decided it was time to build a similar classic in New
South Wales. The selected course was from the Southern Tablelands town of Goulburn to the Capitol city of Sydney, a distance
of 132 miles, or 212 kilometres, to the proposed finish line in
front of the Ashfield Post Office.
The decision so excited the populace of Goulburn that when
the event was announced, and the excursion train booked, the
hotels and boarding houses reduced their tariffs to race competitors in a bid to attract a major entry. Unlike Victoria, New South
Wales had an established amateur administration and therefore
the race was restricted to professionals only.
The first event was a major triumph for Dunlop Rubber and
cycling alike, so an amateur division was promoted in 1913. Thus
great riders of the caliber of the Robinson brothers of Cooma,
along with Don Kirkham and George Horder of Victoria, Tom
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Larcome and L. Littlechild of New South Wales, and the great
Jack Arnst from New Zealand had given the Goulburn the highest
rating before Hubert Opperman and the amateur stars lifted the
event into the realms of a road classic.
It was a consequence of a request by the Australian Olympic
Council that the Australian Amateur Cyclist Association should
provide an Olympic representative in the road race at the 1916
Olympic Games, and that an amateur division joined the Goulburn to Sydney race, mainly to see if amateur riders could manage
the distance. Sixty five riders crossed the finish line in the time
limit. To this day amateur riders have continued the tradition of
the Goulburn, with the exception of the war years, in an atmosphere of ever increasing motorized traffic and given some magnificent performances which are recorded in this story.
It is impossible to cover all the drama of nearly a century of
the Goulburn to Sydney in these pages. But we believe we have
covered most of the detail and for the most ardent devotee, at the
end of Chapter Two will be found a list of Goulburn to Sydney
race statistics.
The ninety year history of the famous bicycle race has produced competition from both professional and amateur contestants – the best of which are recorded in this text. Unfortunately,
along with a general relaxation of amateur concepts in recent
times came the collapse of professional cycling in New South
Wales.
We hope the publication of this book on Australia’s second
biggest and most traditional bicycle race will do something towards the renewal of the professional involvement.
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Chapter One
A Classic is Born.
The inaugural Goulburn to Sydney.
On August 9 1902, two cyclists bruised and battered after covering the 132 grueling miles, sped wheel to wheel toward the finishing line. Then, with 60 yards to go a dog wandered in front of
the speeding machines. To avoid an impending crash, both cyclists swerved violently, missing the yelping dog by inches. A split
second later, the race was over. Winning narrowly, the unknown
Monaro cyclist, L. Littlechild scored the double honour of first
and fastest, and pulled off one of the most sensational betting
coups in the history of Australian cycle racing.
With betting taking place in huge volumes, bookmakers closed
their books on the scratch men R. Mutton, Don Harvison, F.
Drinkwater, and L. Corbett. Then a rush of ‘stable money’ saw
the odds tighten on a number of the handicap riders. The price
of F. Allsop, a middle marker, was dropped to equal the favoured
few. Accordingly, the bookmakers then offered extended odds on
the outsiders. Then some people ‘in the know’ moved in to back
him at extended odds. The move soon spread and his price plummeted to half its previous odds.
There were 67 starters on a cold and frosty morning. The locals swollen by the visitors packed the main street in front of the
Post Office. The Mayor sent the limit riders off at exactly 7 a.m.
amid great excitement by the public. When the 30 minute bunch
was flagged away, Littlechild made an almost immediate attack.
Half an hour later, when the scratch men were dispatched, there
was a great charge by spectators to catch the special train to Ash16

field.
By the time Littlechild reached the planked footbridge over
Paddy’s River, about 30 miles out, he was clearly ahead of hi comarkers. His bicycle leapt and bucked over the rough bridge and
up the loose dirt hill, overtaking a number of out markers. E.S.
Harris was the only one able to follow his pace. By Moss Vale, the
two had hit the front joining J. Brennan, who was off a 45 minute
mark. The three leaders slackened the pace to snatch a calico bag
containing hard boiled eggs and fruit, then half a mile further on
they picked up hot bread and milk, then dashed toward Mittagong.
Meanwhile the crowds were gathering at the finish at Ashfield,
where a large indicator board had been erected to display the telegrams advising the state of the race as the various riders passed
through towns. Many of the spectators apparently had backed
Littlechild and cheered when race officials posted up his progress.
Later came advice that Don Harvison, regarded as the best of the
scratch men, was making up ground on the field despite puncturing twice.
The inaugural event resolved itself into a battle of tactics and
endurance between Harris and Littlechild, with Brennan 100
yards in arrears for mile after mile. A treacherous stretch of loose
gravel into Mittagong took toll of the bunch chasing the three
leaders. There was panic and much skidding, resulting in a fall
when A. Allsop attacked to escape the swirling dust. Allsop
achieved his objective and went after the leaders. At Picton, Brennan’s progress was impeded when he crashed in a heap of heavy
dust. Although stunned and bleeding, he found his bicycle undamaged and re-mounted just up with Allsop. In the meantime,
the two leaders, refreshed with an egg flip at the Picton control,
had walked up Razorback Mountain but still led the race. The
Sydney side of the mountain range was in dreadful condition, but
undaunted, the two riders determined to make the most of their
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